Go Beyond Disaster Recovery
Create an Always Available Safety Net for your Business

Pave the last mile to the cloud.

Clouds go down...your business operations shouldn’t.
There are tremendous resource management and cost advantages associated with moving to the public cloud. Yet all the major public cloud providers have had their fair share of outages. The best they can offer is time consuming and costly failover or backup and recovery. Until now. If your environment includes critical applications that cannot tolerate any downtime without significant impact to your business, then ZeroDown® Software’s Ultra High Availability™ (ultra HA) solution is here to help.

Going beyond backup and recovery
Mission-critical applications should be online all the time, or as close as possible. In the past, this level of service required complex and high cost business continuity operations and DR planning beyond the reach of most businesses. Not anymore. Now, ZeroDown’s Always Available™ technology provides a way to keep your applications up and running, regardless of what happens to your network or cloud.

This groundbreaking disaster prevention solution ensures always-on services in Amazon Web Services public cloud environments by enabling active-active operations in real time across two (or more) co-locations. If a disruption occurs, ultra HA lets your instance failover to a co-location and continue operations there. Because every transaction is mirrored and synced up automatically, data recovery time for ultra HA is practically zero.

About ZeroDown® Software

How your business will benefit from ultra HA
✓ Bring resilience to IT applications on AWS
✓ Reduce risk when deploying systems in the public cloud
✓ Protect mission-critical apps at an affordable price
✓ Increase uptime without increasing costs
✓ Run active-active ops, then rebuild automatically to recover quickly from failure
✓ Deploy an easy safety net to pin up new environments
✓ Accelerate migration planning

Unbeatable uptime metrics
• Zero RPO
• Zero data loss
• No lost transactions
• No data synch up issues
• Zero downtime

Does your business need high availability data protection for AWS?
To find out how to go beyond DR and deploy Ultra High Availability™ services for your applications on Amazon Web Services, contact:
sales@zerodownsoftware.com

Call today:
844-ZRO-DOWN
844-976-3696
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